Appropriate evaluation of information systems research papers ensures that our institutions and review processes stay viable. In the short run, we typically assess research value through research awards, while, in the longer term, we typically assess research value based on how the research community sees and draws from particular published research papers. In this study, we examine the consistency between two metrics for assessing research value: research awards and citations. To do so, we focus on a premier journal, MIS Quarterly. We found that rarely are the "papers of the year" the ones cited the most. We offer possible explanations for this discrepancy based on assessing papers' originality and utility and their citation patterns.
C ommunications of the A I S ssociation for nformation ystems
Introduction
Publishing in top journals of the information systems (IS) field, such as MIS Quarterly and Information Systems Research, is especially difficult, because our review processes that assess research demand (increasingly more) rigor and significant theoretical contributions. Further, these processes also value interesting, novel, and relevant research.
However, one can judge academic work once published in different ways. In this study, we examine two such metrics: best paper awards and citations. A journal's editorial board members (i.e., experienced researchers and reviewers or other highly respected researchers in the field) typically choose a "best paper" shortly after its publication (i.e., within a year) based on their potential impact on scholarship and practice (Rai, 2016) . In contrast, the researchers engaged in the IS and other fields (i.e., the wider academic community) "chooses" a "most cited" paper by citing it in their own work, which continues in the long term. A best paper receives such an accolade based on experts' assessing its quality and believing that the paper will significantly impact the field in the future (due to the fact that it offers both practical and theoretical contributions). In contrast, when a paper receives a large number of citations, it indicates that it offers a currently useful contribution to the researchers who cite it. Thus, one might expect these two assessments to have a high level of consistency in their citation counts.
We focus centrally on the following question: "How accurately do we, as a field, foresee papers that have a significant impact?". By this question, we do not necessarily imply that awards predict citations; however, since they use similar criteria 1 , we would expect to find consistency in them. The question is fundamental for our field. Consistent results would indicate that the field uses consistent standards to judge valuable papers. Inconsistent results would raise questions about whether "good-quality research" and "well-cited research" are the same. Recently, Grover and Lyytinen (2015) have alluded to the possibility that, by using epistemic scripts, we might be engaging in incremental research that meets tests of quality but lacks impact. In addition, we also explore the related (but equally intriguing) question: "Are there any differences between award-winning and most cited papers?".
To answer these questions, we conducted a descriptive analysis on papers from MIS Quarterly, an exemplar of high-quality IS journals, and examined consistency between the papers that the journal awarded with the "Paper of the Year" award and the top five most cited papers from 1993 to 2014 2 . We evaluate the results and discuss their implications for the field.
A Paper's Contribution: Factors of Influence
As we state in Section 1, top IS journals require papers that provide a strong theoretical contribution, though researchers across every field have long debated what "theory" actually means. However, they all recognize theory's significance for advancing knowledge. As Lee (2001, p. 7) states, "We need to accelerate this materialization of a 'good grand theory'". Strong theory is essential because it helps explain the systematic reasons for why a phenomenon occurs or does not occur in the real world (Sutton & Staw, 1995) .
Researchers typically define a "strong theoretical contribution" as offering "important and original ideas" (Kilduff, 2006) . Therefore, a value-added contribution to theory development, in addition to answering "who", "when", and "where" (identifying constructs, contexts, boundary conditions, etc.), must also answer "how" and "why" (relationships and explanations) questions of theory (Whetten, 1989) . In other words, as a maturing field, scientific relevance and rigor are increasingly characterizing IS (Grover, Gokhale, & Narayanswamy, 2009; Rosemann & Vessey, 2008) . For this work, we draw on Corley and Gioia's (2011) conceptualization of theoretical contribution, which has dimensions: originality and utility. Corley and Gioia (2001) note that researchers have typically defined the utility dimension according to two tracks: scientific and practical (Corley & Gioia, 2011) . The scientific utility of a theory or paper describes its relevance to research. It is the degree to which it affords future theoretical development. A paper with high practical utility should apply to practice (Benbasat & Zmud, 1999; Rosemann & Vessey, 2008) . In terms of utility, research can be relevant to a varied number of stakeholders: other researchers, organizations, Volume 42 10.17705/1CAIS.04220 Paper 20 consultants, IS students, or society in general (Davenport & Markus, 1999) . Thus, papers with strong theory can have both scientific and practical contributions. Originality describes the degree to which a research has interesting and novel insights. Originality "arises when theory reveals what we otherwise had not seen, known, or conceived" (Corley & Gioia, 2011) . In reviewing existing publications on the issue, Corley and Gioia (2011) found that surprising, revelatory, and transformative ideas primarily affects whether a publication makes a theoretical contribution. A paper with revelatory originality typically has interesting, novel insights, whereas a theory or a paper with incremental originality typically extends existing theory with new constructs and/or in a new context.
Despite the obvious importance of both originality and utility, many researchers focus more on the scientific utility and, therefore, favor rigor over relevance. One reason that may explain the disconnect between rigor and relevance could be that IS research has grown up around sociotechnical topics, such as enterprise resource planning, customer relationship management, data warehousing, and group support systems, which may be too general for industry and would need to be contextualized further to have implications for practice (Kohli & Kettinger, 2004) . In addition, recommendations for practical relevance seem to be at odds with journal publishing standards. Some claim that, to diffuse IS work more broadly, researchers need to pay more attention to industry when developing theory (Baskerville & Myers, 2002) and produce more industry-focused research to raise the practical relevance of IS research (Benbasat & Zmud, 1999) . In the contrast, some claim that "nothing is so practical as a good theory" (Lewin, 1945) . Because most researchers seek to create and disseminate new knowledge, good theories are practical for researchers because they help them accumulate and disseminate knowledge through journal publications. Theories that carry both theoretical and practical utility are even more important today as rapid advances in technology have an increasingly far-reaching influence on IS activities; the diffusion of technologies to diverse industries offers tremendous opportunities for the IS field to develop its knowledge and broaden its relevance (Chiasson & Davidson, 2005) .
Thus, we can see that utility and originality have clear and wide importance. A fairly stable opinion posits they serve as a basis for evaluating all published work in the field. On the other hand, we mention above also that the IS field has two established recognition mechanisms for papers in place by all researchers in the form of citations and by journal editors in the form of paper awards. We believe that we can reasonably assume that, while the evaluation process completely differs in each case, it should use similar criteria; that is, regardless of whether the paper receives citations or awards, it does so due to its relevance and usefulness for the field or praxis and for its originality. Therefore, the evaluative outcomes of these two groups should coincide-presuming that the IS field has achieved a good understanding and agreement on what constitutes a theoretical contribution. Thus, we expect that the papers voted as "paper of the year" in in a high-quality IS journal to be among the top most cited papers of that year as well 3 . Such a result would show consistency between how experts assess research's quality and future value and its actual usefulness. Thus, we hypothesize:
H: Papers published in a high-quality IS journal and that receive a "paper of the year" award from that journal are among the top most cited papers of that year.
Method

Data Collection
We use MIS Quarterly (MISQ) to represent a "high-quality" journal in IS. Most IS scholars regard it as the top journal (or at least one of the top journals) in our field. MISQ introduced its "paper of the year" award in 1993, and, since then, the journal has awarded it every year. Senior editors and other respected researchers of the field decide on the award based on several criteria, which include the quality of the theory, degree of theoretical contribution, methodological rigor, and degree of practical usefulness.
We examined the award-winning papers from 1993 through 2014 and noted the number of citations they received as at July, 2017. In the same manner, we recorded the number of citations that the top five most cited papers in each year received . We used papers only to 2014 to allow papers to accrue at least three years' worth of citations 4 . We used Google Scholar as the means to collect the number of citations. Google Scholar offers a wider coverage for all published works since it creates its indexes "from the full text or part of the full text of the primary documents (even if it shows the snippet of it), not merely the bibliographic records, abstracts and the subject terms (if assigned by the author or the publisher to the papers)" (Jacsó, 2005) . Table 1 presents part of our results. This table contains MISQ's best paper award winners along with the number one most cited paper of the same year. Appendix C presents the full list of papers. As Appendix C shows, in the 22 years MISQ has presented its best paper award, only five papers recipients have also accrued enough citations to rank in the top five most cited papers for the year they received the award 5 . Such a large discrepancy indicates a lack of support for our hypothesis and is an interesting phenomenon worth researching: either the general community use different criteria to evaluate the papers or the papers' perceived value right after publication and further in the future differ.
Comparing citation magnitudes provides a simple and clear picture of the discrepancies between awards and citations. However, it does not explain the reasons behind these differences. Therefore, to further investigate the discrepancies, we examined these papers in terms of their contribution (theoretical and/or practical value) and their citation pattern over time.
Type of Contribution: Theoretical and Practical Contribution
To make it more appropriate for our study, we modified Corley and Gioia (2011) two-dimensional typology for contribution. Their 2 x 2 matrix comprises originality (revelatory vs. incremental) and utility (scientific vs. practical). Given that top journals in the IS field require a paper to have at least a low degree of scientific contribution (otherwise they would not have published the paper) 6 , we modified the utility dimension to as comprising "scientifically useful" and "scientifically and practically useful". Figure 1 shows the resulting matrix. Papers in cell one are revelatory in their nature and have scientific utility: they might be theoretical papers that provide new insights into a phenomenon. Papers in cell two extend existing models or theories and have limited practical utility. Papers in cell three also extend existing models and theories; however, the suggested changes have implications for practitioners. Lastly, cell four papers present new ideas or approaches that have both scientific and practical utility.
Figure 1. Dimensions of Theoretical Contribution
In the absence of clear objective criteria to assess originality and utility for each paper in our sample, we followed an inherently subjective process. As Rynes (2002, p. 311) states, "theoretical contribution along with quality and truth are subjective and can only be assessed in the context of each unique manuscript". However, in order to mitigate subjectivity, we first developed a coding scheme based on research papers in the field (Corley & Gioia, 2011; Whetten, 1989) . Initially, we developed four questions for each dimension. Next, two coders assigned one of the dimensions of originality and utility to the papers and compared the results. The agreement rate was not sufficiently high, which we attributed to the subjectivity in interpreting the coding scheme. The coders then discussed specific instances of disagreement and revised the questions. The coders used MISQ's review form as an additional source for the questions. Appendix A presents the final coding scheme. After three rounds of coding, discussion, and revision, the interrater reliability (Cohen's κ), increased to 0.901 (95% CI, 0.806 to 0.996, p < .001). The coders resolved strong disagreements in four cases out of 82 via extensively discussing the papers and their contribution and by reflecting on specific parts of the papers. Table 2 displays the results. 
Pattern of Contribution: Citations over Time
Obviously, one reason for the discrepancy in opinions lies in the difficulty in assessing current and future value. To further examine why only four award-winning papers also received the most citations for their particular year, we collected additional data on citation patterns over time. In order to establish existing citation patterns of published IS papers, we collected yearly data on every paper that MISQ published from 2000 to 2014. From these 271 papers, we studied citation patterns over time and classified them into four distinct patterns: steady increase, fluctuated increase, steady decrease, and fluctuated decrease. Appendix B presents examples of papers from each of the pattern cluster.
Two coders then classified the most cited 7 and award papers (in Table 1 ) into one of the clusters. Table 3 shows the results of this coding procedure. We used a minimum term of eight years in order to detect a distinct pattern in each case. Note that our data for earlier years engender more confidence in the pattern 8 . 7 Comparing award-winning papers to top five most cited papers versus the one most cited paper of the year produced only one additional match. Thus, in order to keep the sample sizes of the two groups equal, we examined only the first most cited paper of the year as a representation of the whole sample. 8 Because of the fewer data points with younger papers, the citation patterns for papers published after 2010 may feature bias. However, Davis and Cochran (2015) found that most scholarly papers have around a six-year half-life, which suggests that the eightyear period should be sufficient to obtain a distinct pattern. 
Data Analysis
In order to examine the difference in most cited versus award papers, we classified the papers based on three independent variables: originality of the paper (measured categorically as either revelatory or incremental), utility of the paper (scientific and practical, or just scientific), and citation pattern clusters (steady increase, fluctuated increase, steady decrease, and fluctuated decrease). We used the type of paper as our dependent variable with three categories: 1) paper of the year, 2) most cited paper, and 3) both paper of the year and most cited paper. In order to examine the differences between the three groups, we conducted multinomial logistic regression using the mlogit command in STATA 14.2. Table 4 presents the results of the data analysis, and we discuss them in Section 4. 
Results
We set the "best paper only" group as the base outcome. The log likelihood of the model was -19.811. The Wald chi-square of 1624.99 with a p-value < 0.0001 shows that this model as a whole had a significantly better fit than an empty model. The results of the multinomial logistic regression show that, in terms of originality, most cited and award-winning work were significantly different (p = 0.027). The odds ratio for a revelatory compared to an incremental paper was 0.048; that is, a revelatory paper, compared to an incremental paper, was 20.66 (1/0.048) times more likely to receive a best paper award than become most cited. We also found a significant difference between award-winning papers and those that were both award-winning papers and the most cited (p < 0.001). Overall, 19 out of 41 papers were revelatory and 22 were incremental. However, of the 23 award-winning papers, 18 were revelatory and only five were incremental. Correspondingly, of the 22 most cited papers, only eight were revelatory (four of those were also best papers), while 14 were incremental 9 . In sum, most cited papers tended to be incremental, while award-winning papers were mostly revelatory. This finding provides one clear difference between award-winning and most cited papers.
As for the papers' utility, the results of the empirical analysis do not show any significant differences between most cited and award-winning papers. Lastly, citation pattern analysis did show significant variance among the samples of papers. Specifically, compared to papers that exhibited a steady increase pattern, papers that followed a fluctuated increase pattern had a significantly (p = 0.006) increased odds (0.029) of belonging to the "paper of the year" group as opposed to the most cited group. Furthermore, the positive coefficient of the steady increase category in the most cited only group shows that steady increase was the most likely pattern that most cited papers exhibited. Taken together, the analysis shows that the award-winning papers most often exhibited the fluctuated increase pattern, while most cited papers generally tended to exhibit the steadily increasing pattern.
Discussion
Based on our analysis results, we can offer plausible explanations for the observed divergence between most cited and award-winning papers. Table 5 summarizes and illustrates the key findings. In sum, we found three key results:
1) Most cited papers were incremental and had a steadily increasing citation pattern.
2) Most award papers were revelatory and had fluctuated increase citation pattern.
3) Practical utility of the papers had no effect on awards and citations.
Table 5. Key Findings
Findings
Results Examples
Most cited papers were incremental.
Fourteen out of 18 most cited papers were incremental. Barki & Hartwick (1994) Most cited papers had an increasing citation pattern.
Sixteen out of 18 most cited papers had steadily increasing citation patterns. Compeau & Higgins (1995) Most award papers were revelatory. Fourteen out of 19 award papers were revelatory. Ngwenyama & Lee (1997) Award papers most often had a fluctuating citation pattern.
Nine out of 19 award papers had fluctuated increasing citation patterns.
Majchrzak, Rice, Malhotra, King, & Ba (2000) Papers that are both awarded and one of the most cited were all revelatory.
Of the five papers that received an award and were among the top five most cited papers, all five were revelatory, but only three had both scientific and practical utility. Orlikowski (1993) So, what do our findings suggest? The first result seems to be a symptom of "platform effect" (i.e., the degree to which a specific subarea or topic of the IS field is popular among researchers for a certain extended period (more than one year)). As we mention above, most award-winning papers were revelatory in their nature: they provided some new and unexpected ideas or views or challenged the existing ways we look at things. In contrast, most of the most cited papers were cumulative (additive): they built on the field's existing theory and advanced it in theoretical or methodological manner. For instance, Swanson and Ramiller (2004) , the paper of the year winner for 2004, brought a new concept into the innovation literature: mindful innovation. However, Gefen and Straub (1997) , the most cited paper in 1997, builds on one of the most widely discussed topics in IS: the technology acceptance model (TAM) (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000) . Looking at the two examples above, we propose that such a drastic imbalance in citations among papers could reflect the "platform effect". Thus, the papers that add to the popular research areas or existing models have a potential to be cited more due to their popularity. At the same time, introducing a novel idea, such as a new construct of mindful innovation, takes time to spread among the field's participants and does not always receive recognition and acceptance. Therefore, the citation counts might not be as high as those for the papers that extend existing popular research topics 10 .
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This explanation is viable for the differences in citation patterns as well: while a constant steady increase in the number of yearly citations for the most cited papers represented by the steady increase pattern results from the high popularity of certain topics and their sustained importance in the field, the fluctuated increase pattern illustrates how new or contradictory ideas evolve in the IS field: they take time to gain popularity and, thus, garner a lower number of overall citations. Further, the fluctuating pattern shows significant variation, which shows how a topic can gain popularity during some years but wane during other periods.
We might also explain the second result with the "novelty effect": the degree to which novelty creates uncertainty in assessing impact. It seems that the criteria that guide the field's senior editors and other well-respected researchers to nominate and choose MISQ's paper of the year differ from those that most researchers use to choose which paper to cite in their own work. Editors (as evident from the results) tend to look for novelty in award-winning papers. However, the community receives these novel papers with some degree of uncertainty because they may not readily fit into any existing knowledge schema; hence, the hesitant pattern of citations. The research community tends to cite and is more certain about value of incremental work that builds on existing schemas, which explains the steadier upward pattern of citations for the most cited papers.
We did not expect the third result. Many academics in the field maintain a strong position on the importance of practical utility in academic papers (Baskerville & Myers, 2002; Benbasat & Zmud, 1999) . However, major journals and their review processes seem to prefer academic rigor over relevance to practice. Indeed, we can see as much in the community in that awards give high credence to theoretical quality (rigor) and researchers cite highly cited papers more for the inputs they can provide to theory or method rather than their contribution to praxis.
Implications
Our results suggest that the IS field exhibits a dichotomy in how it treats incremental and novel research: the community rewards incremental but predictable research with citations and research with more novelty but also uncertainty with awards. On one hand, this dichotomy can be healthy: researchers can engage in portfolios with different mixes of incrementalism depending on their interests and capabilities. If the field chooses to promote more novel theorizing as researchers have recently called for (e.g., Baskerville & Myers, 2002; Grover & Lyytinen, 2015; Truex, Holmstrom, & Keil, 2006) , the field may produce papers that are not as highly cited and that have an uncertain impact. We can look at such a situation as potentially beneficial but, at its extreme, also harmful. On the one hand, research runs the possibility of pushing novelty for the sake of novelty (Rai, 2016) and of over-reaching in studying trendy evolving technologies might limit the field's ability to create sustainable cumulative knowledge. After all, novel ideas by definition start new streams or platforms of research, and too many platforms that fizzle out may not foster a robust field. On the other hand, too much incrementalism-which some researchers currently criticize the IS field for-may yield healthy citations and cumulative platform research but produce research that follows scripts and misses important questions that the field needs to address (Grover & Lyytinen, 2015) . The results of this research show that most IS research belongs in this category.
These problems do not apply only to our field. In management, top-tier journals put researchers in a metaphoric "straightjacket" that only allows topics that fit neatly with today's popular theories (Miller, 2007; Miller, Greenwood, & Prakash, 2009) . Similarly, our results suggest that individual researchers evaluate novelty highly but that the field rewards incrementalism with citations.
In sum, our findings show that the IS field over the past 22 years has done outstanding research but not adequately led practice. Researchers have proposed several remedies that we agree with. Some suggest that the institutional structure of IS should be open to data-driven research and blue ocean theorizing (Grover & Lyytinen, 2015) . Others suggest an expedited review process may increase academics' five years (e.g., the most cited paper of 2006 achieved 63% of its total citation in five years). We have attempted to overcome this limitation by observing citation patters for the papers during a eight-year period, which is longer than an average half-life of the literature (Davis & Cochran, 2015) . In addition, we did not observe a diminishing number of citations in the older papers, which could have been a potential problem as well. 
Dimension Questions Criteria
Originality 1) Does the paper challenge an existing concept/variable/construct or introduce a novel concept/variable/construct? (Whetten (1989) -what) If the answer to any two of the questions 1 through 3, or question 4, or question 5 is yes, then we coded the paper as revelatory, else we coded it as incremental.
2) Does the paper challenge an existing causality/pattern/relationship or introduce a novel causality/pattern/relationship? (Whetten (1989)-how) 3) Does the paper challenge an existing theoretical perspective/explanation/logic or introduce a novel theoretical perspective/explanation/logic? (Whetten (1989) Practical utility 10) Does the paper contribute to our understanding of current technological and organizational problems or challenges faced by IS or other practitioners? If the answer to any of these questions is yes, then we coded the paper as practically useful.
11) Does the paper help managers expand their understanding of specific work situations better? 12) Does the paper make specific recommendations for managers/employers/employees? 13) Does the paper offer specific ways of improving practice of organizations? 14) Does the paper offer specific ways to overcome problems in the practice? 
